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Abstract

One of the constraints that severely limit the capability of
highly redundant manipulator arms is the actuator torque
limits. This paper presents a way to achieve large effective
forces from weak actuators by exploiting large mechani-
cal advantage that results from systems near singularities.
While large mechanical advantages have been applied near
singularities in many instances, this method allows the ap-
plication of this large force over a large distance. It is ap-
plied specifically to closed chain mechanisms and demon-
strated on the PolyBot modular self-reconfigurable robot.

1 Introduction

Long serial chain robots with many degrees of freedom
(DOF), or hyper-redundant robot arms have a variety of
applications including inspection robot arms and snake-
like locomotion [Hi90, Bu95] for planetary exploration or
search and rescue. Some modular, reconfigurable systems
that use many repeated modules [Ca00, Yi00] use long se-
rial chains as parts of a larger system as an octopus might.
One problem with using serial chains is the limited strength
of the actuation [Ni98]. Since the number of modules
within a chain is variable, the strength required to maneuver
the chain varies, and at some point, there will be more mod-
ules than the system’s actuators can support. A closed chain
is a serial chain with both ends attached. Closed chains can
resemble long serial chains by simply flattening the loop.

In typical robot arm control, configurations which corre-
spond to singularities in the Jacobian matrix are typically
avoided to prevent excessive joint velocities or torques.
Redundant manipulators have sometimes used the extra
DOF to enhance this avoidance. This paper proposes not to
avoid singularities but rather the opposite, to remain close
to them exploiting the near infinite mechanical advantage
near singularities[Ki94, Go90].

In biology animals often exploit singularities in this fash-
ion. The easiest example is to look at human walking. After
a forward step, the heel makes contact with the ground, the
leg straightens as it begins to take on the weight of the body.

When the leg is straight the Jacobian matrix describing the
relationship between the joints (hip and knee) and the po-
sition of the foot becomes singular. Also, the mechanical
advantage of the system gets larger - as the knee gets closer
and closer to straight, the force that the hamstring muscles
can apply parallel to the direction of the leg gets larger. A
reason humans may do this is that the effort on the muscles
(and thus energy expenditure) is correspondingly reduced
by the large mechanical advantage.

This paper presents a method for obtaining large variable
mechanical advantage for closed chain serial manipulators
with rotational DOF. A key additional requirement is some
form of lock or brake to these DOF’s. By lock, we mean a
method by which the DOF can be made rigid independent
of the strength of the actuator. This can be an additional
active brake, or self-locking (non-backdriveable) actuator.
The method easily extends generally to a large variety of
systems, in fact, it can apply to any mechanical system that
has all of the following four properties:

� redundancy or extra degrees of freedom.

� locking mechanism or brake on each DOF,

� parallelism (or closed chain) configuration, and

� singularness there must be a configuration where the
Jacobian is singular.

Section 2 presents the method in detail which theoretically
can obtain near infinite forces with near zero actuation.
Section 3 addresses the practical considerations to obtain
more reasonable results. Finally Section 4 presents several
experiments that verify the technique followed by conclu-
sions.

2 Method and Intuition

The idea is to exploit the theoretically near infinite mechan-
ical advantage that can be obtained when a system is near a
singularity. By repeatedly switching a subset of the motors
to be active and the rest locked, a ratcheting kind of action
can be used to move links to positions while under large ex-
ternal forces. If the size of each ratchet motion can be made
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Figure 1: A set of 8 PolyBot G1v4 modules, note the top
three are colinear.

Figure 2: Closed chain showing two alternating fourbar
sets, (black and grey) with the other modules locked

arbitrarily small, it can be arbitrarily close to the singular-
ity with arbitrarily large mechanical advantage. Thus, weak
motors can be used to provide arbitrarily large forces. Of
course there are practical limits to this method.

This technique is especially well suited for modular recon-
figurable systems like PolyBot [Yi00] and CONRO [Ca00].
We will use PolyBot to illustrate the method. PolyBot is
a modular reconfigurable robot system with two types of
modules, a segment with one rotational DOF and a node
with zero DOF. Figure 1 shows a set of 8 PolyBot seg-
ment modules configured in a closed chain that moves in
the plane with external forces applied to it. The mechanical
advantage of different joints varies depending on the geom-
etry of the configuration. The problem can then be posed,
given an initial configuration, what set of motions will re-
sult in the system reaching a goal configuration while main-
taining actuator torque constraints?

By locking all but four of the joints, the system kinemati-
cally can be viewed as a fourbar linkage. Figure 2 shows a

Figure 3: Step 1 Jc is in singularity; Jt is unlocked, Jl is
locked. The triangle formed with the dotted line indicates
the fourth bar of a fourbar linkage since J l is locked.

schematic representation of a fourbar overlayed with black
lines on a photo, with an external load applied at P. If we
consider an output torque To seen at a target joint, Jt, and
an input torque Ti = P �r applied at one of the other three
joints, the mechanical advantage M can be expressed by
the following equation.

M =
To

Ti

= �

!i

!o

(1)

From the principle of virtual work we know that M is the
negative reciprocal of the velocity ratio, input velocity ! i

over output velocity !o. Further analysis of the geometry
shows that the velocity !o is proportional to sin(qc) and so
goes to zero as qc approaches zero [Shig80].

From Equation 1, it is easy to seeM grows very large as Jc

in Figure 2, becomes straight (qc = 0) as in Figure 1. When
qc = 0 the fourbar is said to be in toggle. This configura-
tion is well known to have infinite mechanical advantage
and is used in many devices to apply large forces such as
clamps or fixturing devices [Shig80]. More generally, the
Jacobian of the system is singular. For one DOF systems,
the singularness corresponds to mechanical advantage.

In the fourbar case, we treated the system has having a sin-
gle input and a single output. In our case however there are
many joints that can apply forces as input. Since we are
concerned with the extreme condition where actuators are
at their limit, we can consider all the actuators acting to-
gether as a virtual actuator, acting on the single DOF.

While clamps and fixtures have infinite mechanical advan-
tage at the singularity (one point in the configuration space)
and very large mechanical advantage in a very small range
near the singularity, our problem requires large mechanical
advantages over a large range of motion.

Motions away from the singularity (e.g. joint, Jc with qc
close to 0 degrees (as in Figure 1), in a fourbar moving
away from 0 degrees) will cause a point P, where an external
force is applied, to move in one direction, initially with infi-
nite mechanical advantage. We call this a weakening move
as the mechanical advantage starts high and becomes lower.
Conversely, motions toward the singularity will cause P to
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Figure 4: Step 2 Weakening move Jc away from singular-
ity. Jl is still locked. Jt moves down.

Figure 5: Step 3 Lock Jt and unlockJl. A new virtual four-
bar linkage is now apparent shown by the new dotted line.

move in the other direction with increasing mechanical ad-
vantage up to infinity as the singularity is reached. Corre-
spondingly we call this a strengthening move.

2.1 Algorithm

With these two motions, weakening and strengthening
moves, and alternating which sets of joints are locked, a tar-
get joint, Jt can theoretically be moved to any position with
arbitrarily large mechanical advantage and arbitrarily weak
motors, if Jc starts near a singularity.

The steps required to move Jt to an arbitrary position are
illustrated in Figures 3- 5 and are described below:

1. Jc is in singularity; unlock Jt, lock Jl, see Figure 3.

2. Weakening move Jc away from singularity, see Fig-
ure 4. Here Jt makes forward progress.

3. Lock Jt and unlock Jl, see Figure 5.

4. Strengthening move Jc back to singularity, see Fig-
ure 6. Here the system is resetting, no progress is
made, but none is lost either.

5. If Jt has reached the target position then stop, other-
wise repeat from step 1.

Figure 6: Step 4 Strengthening move Jc back to singularity
while Jt does not move since it’s locked.

The resulting motion has a ratcheting effect; each time J t

is locked, it has ratcheted up some small forward progress.
At any time, only one of Jl or Jt is locked. It is interest-
ing to note that reversing the parity of which of the two is
locked during the weakening step reverses the direction of
progress.

To move a system from one configuration to another, this
process of moving one target joint Jt to its goal configu-
ration can be repeated for most of the joints in the system,
permanently locking each joint as it reaches its goal. One
joint (e.g. Jc) can be used as the joint to move in and out
of singularity for all of the other joints. This process can
be applied to all joints except the last set of four (one DOF
four-bar) which would require a motion without advantage.

2.2 Motions without advantage

With the weakening move, the system starts with infinite
mechanical advantage, so we know that the joint can make
some non-zero forward progress. A problem is that after a
weakening move, the strengthening move may not have a
large enough mechanical advantage to start with.

If we can calculate beforehand, how much force is required
to move P for a strengthening move, we just need to be sure
that Jc never moves far enough from the singular position
during the weakening move to lose enough mechanical ad-
vantage for the next strengthening move.

Alternatively, the system can search for the appropriate po-
sitioning. If a strengthening move fails, the system can
backtrack, losing some of the forward progress, but mov-
ing Jc closer to the singularity. This can be repeated until
the strengthening move succeeds.

Initial and Final Conditions In a larger context, moving
a system from one arbitrary configuration to another with
all the joint angles specified may use this method as a com-
ponent. We have assumed so far that the system starts with
a joint, Jc in a singularity, but generally speaking this will
not be the case. If it does not start in a singularity the system
must be brought into a singularity without using the high
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mechanical advantage. The end condition is a dual.

There are three cases for which solutions are easy.

� The actuators may be initially strong enough to move
to a singular configuration.

� Links may be under external forces which push the
system towards towards a singularity.

� The system may already be in a singularity (by design
or otherwise).

For the planning problem, almost any choice of different
joints is a potential solution, so long as the initial and final
conditions can be met (that is getting close to a singularity
to start with, and moving out of the singularity towards the
final goal position to end). The choice of the sequence of
joint sets Jc, Jl and Jt can often be chosen such that one
of the three cases above holds for both the initial and final
move.

There are many possible sets of joints Jc, Jt and Jl, de-
pending on how many joints are in the system. For exam-
ple, with 8 modules in one configuration there are (n(n �
1)(n�2)) = 336 possible joint sets. It is likely that at least
one will be one of the three cases above, although this is not
guaranteed.

3 Practical considerations

In practical terms, this method cannot be used to apply near
infinite forces with near zero strength actuators. There are
several factors that affect the maximum useful mechani-
cal advantage, including: discrete locking positions, impre-
cise sensing, non-rigid links, imprecise joints, brake/ratchet
strength limit, internal forces, friction and inertia.

Many of the above limitations result in the same type of
failure. In order for the system to work, forward progress
must be made with each cycle of the 4 steps. One of the
above limitations may cause the system to either make no
progress at every cycle or to backslide at arbitrary points.

For example, discrete locking positions, like with a ratch-
eting saw-tooth gear system, require that during the weak-
ening move, the target joint must move past one gear tooth.
Otherwise, the ratchet will not make incremental progress
but will slide back and lock at the original position. Non-
rigid links and imprecise joints also cause a similar action
at the ratchet or brake. In this case, the rest of the system
may be moving forward but the target joint does not see any
motion because of link flexing or joint slop. So again, the
target joint does not make progress. Internal forces and fric-
tion or other forces which cause hysteresis can have a sim-
ilar effect.

If sensors which measure the joint positions are inaccurate,
then the system may not be moved precisely to the singu-
larity. The larger the position error, the further from the sin-
gularity the system will be during the weakening move and
consequently, the lower the theoretical maximum mechan-
ical advantage.

Other forms of failure include the brake or ratchet strength
limit. Clearly, if torques are applied greater than the brake
or ratchet can support, the system will fail. Typically,
these systems can withstand an order of magnitude or more
torque than the actuators limits in a modular system.

Another assumption we have made is that the links them-
selves have no mass, and thus either gravity or dynamic
motion require no forces. In real systems the actuators must
have torque enough to overcome these forces and other in-
ternal forces and torques before they can apply any forces
to external loads.

On the other hand while it has been implied that static
forces and motions are used, the dynamics of a system may
aid in making progress. For example, vibrating at a reso-
nant frequency is one way to achieve larger motions with
smaller incremental forces. This can be used especially ef-
fectively with a ratcheting type locking mechanism.

Applications to other systems This method may be ap-
plied to loop configurations of the CONRO system if the
CONRO modules were modified to incorporate a brake.
The Dragon system proposed by Nilsson [Ni98] is a mod-
ular system that has brakes built in and if configured in a
loop could also use this method.

We can actually apply this method to any system that has
the four components listed in the introduction, redundancy,
locking mechanism, parallelism and singularness. Even
systems that are not modular robots.

In order to ratchet, essentially, the system must be able to
emulate two different one DOF structural linkage mech-
anisms; one for the progress phase and one for the reset
phase. Having two different locking states effectively em-
ulates two different linkage mechanisms. Redundancy al-
lows the locking of joints without the loss of functional-
ity. Parallelism is needed in order for the system to support
external forces without collapsing during the reset phase.
Lastly, this method exploits near infinite mechanical advan-
tage M , and so there needs to be configurations in the sys-
tem with near infinite M for the method to work. This last
property is not guaranteed to exist for any arbitrary system,
however singularities in the Jacobian (that are not a func-
tion of the representation e.g. Euler angle representation of
orientations) should result in near infinite M .

This method should also work for systems that have pris-
matic as well as revolute joints that have the four proper-
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ties above. A system that has only prismatic joints (like two
gantries attached at the end effector) will not have any con-
figurations with near infinite M (the reader is left to verify
this). Other systems that are candidates are redundant par-
allel mechanisms similar to stewart platforms.

4 Experimental Verification

Figure 7: One PolyBot G1v4 module with computer, bat-
teries and one DOF.

The physical system in Figures 1 and 2 are made up of eight
G1v4 modules (shown in Figure 7 which are made up of a
hobby RC servo, onboard computer and batteries with an
added external brake on each module. The brake locks the
structure (two frames together) by applying friction on a
disk. In Figure 2 the servo with the double circle overlay
was the only actuator activated, the other actuators were
backdriven by this servo.

The method worked for fairly small loads, less than 100 gm
attached at P; the target joint Jt was able to move close to
90 degrees while lifting the load. It was not able to move
at all if the brakes were released. Larger loads caused the
system to fail.

As a load was increased at point P in Figure 2, the compli-
ance in the system caused the method to fail. During the
weakening move, Jt would make progress, then it would
be locked for the following strengthening move. When the
first step is repeated, as Jt is unlocked, Jt would sag back
down removing the progress achieved earlier. This sag is
due to the compliance in the joints.

To improve this, a system using a “roller ratchet” was
tested. A roller ratchet is a ratcheting mechanism without
teeth, having very little backlash that allows a joint to move
in only one direction as shown in Figure 9.

Rollers are arranged around a lobed cylinder. These rollers
are positioned by moving the positioning frame to engage
for clockwise or counter clockwise motion. In the plan

s

Figure 8: Roller ratchet equipped closed chain with 12
modules.

Figure 9: Roller ratchet schematic.

view Figure, the rollers are positioned such that the outer
frame can be moved clockwise relative to the lobed inner
cylinder, but the rollers become jammed for counterclock-
wise motion.

Thus the system does not need a step to unlock J t or Jl, the
ratchet will effectively do so whenever the joint will move
in the desired direction and will lock otherwise. A proto-
type roller ratchet system with 12 modules (see Figure 8)
succeeded in lifting 5 N applied at the distal end equivalent
to approximately 0.1 N m of torque. Without the ratcheting
system, the modules could just lift its own weight of 2300
gms. The system was limited by failure of the ratcheting
mechanism in the form of slip and deformation of the ma-
terial.

5 Conclusions

By exploiting the mechanical advantage near singularities,
forces beyond the normal abilities of the actuators can be
applied to external loads. This promises to be a key enabler
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for modular robots with increasing numbers of modules at-
tached in chains. A new roller ratchet system currently be-
ing designed that should result an increase of 10 times in
the output torque of the system which will be implemented
in the third generation (G3) of PolyBot. Other future work
includes finding guaranteed methods for planning the mo-
tions, and formalizations for non-planar systems.
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